Coronaviruses are positive-strand, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase-utilizing viruses that require a polymerase template switch, characterized as discontinuous transcription, to place a 5-terminal genomic leader onto subgenomic mRNAs (sgmRNAs). The usually precise switch is thought to occur during the synthesis of negative-strand templates for sgmRNA production and to be directed by heptameric core donor sequences within the genome that match an acceptor core (UCUAAAC in the case of bovine coronavirus) near the 3 end of the 5-terminal genomic leader. Here it is shown that a 22-nucleotide (nt) donor sequence engineered into a packageable bovine coronavirus defective interfering (DI) RNA and made to match a sequence within the 65-nt virus genomic leader caused a template switch yielding an sgmRNA with only a 33-nt minileader. By changing the donor sequence, acceptor sites between genomic nt 33 and 97 (identical between the DI RNA and the viral genome) could be used to generate sgmRNAs detectable by Northern analysis (ϳ2 to 32 molecules per cell) by 24 h postinfection. Whether the switch was intramolecular only was not determined since a potentially distinguishing acceptor region in the DI RNA rapidly conformed to that in the helper virus genome through a previously described template switch known as leader switching. These results show that crossover acceptor sites for discontinuous transcription (i) need not include the UCUAAAC core and (ii) rest within a surprisingly wide 5-proximal "hotspot." Overlap of this hotspot with that for leader switching and with elements required for RNA replication suggests that it is part of a larger 5-proximal multifunctional structure.
Among the known positive-strand RNA viruses that use an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) for replication, only members of the Coronaviridae (11) and Arteriviridae (45) families in the order Nidovirales (12) require a 3Ј-coterminal nested set of subgenomic mRNAs (sgmRNAs) on which a common leader sequence, encoded only at the 5Ј end of the genome, is placed. Curiously, not all families in the Nidovirales order have the same requirement. In the Toroviridae, for example, only one of the three sgmRNA species possesses a leader in common with the genome (51) , and in the Roniviridae, no common leader on sgmRNAs is found (9) . Thus, precisely how nidoviruses differ with regard to the mechanisms of sgmRNA synthesis remains to be determined. Attachment of the leader to sgmRNAs involves a mechanism of high-frequency RdRp template switching (i.e., discontinuous transcription) that is not fully understood but may be a target for designed molecular intervention against such infections as those caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (17) .
Results from several recent studies have generally supported a model for coronavirus discontinuous transcription (34, 36) in which positive-strand-to-positive-strand RdRp template switching occurs during the generation of sgmRNA-length negativestrand templates (14, 16, 41, 42) that are then used reiteratively in double-stranded transcriptive intermediates (33, 35, 37, 40) for the synthesis of positive-strand leader-containing sgmRNAs. Consistent with this model is the observation that sgmRNAs do not replicate upon transfection into helper virus-infected cells (7, 24, 26) , suggesting that the sgmRNA-length negative strands may not be synthesized from sgmRNA templates but rather are dependent on the viral genome as a template for their synthesis (33, 46, 58) . In this model for discontinuous transcription, the donor sites for template switching are internal in the viral genome, and the acceptor site, an acceptor "hotspot," is near the 3Ј end of the 5Ј-proximal leader on the genome. Since the infectious coronaviral genome (6, 39, 48, 54) is initially the only acceptor template available, the template switch is necessarily intramolecular, as depicted previously (34, 36, 46, 58) . The template switch, furthermore, shares features with similarity-assisted copy choice recombination (5, 19, 22, 27) in that it occurs during RNA synthesis and (usually) requires a matching of bases between the heptameric (or hexameric) core donor and acceptor sites (2, 29, 46, 49, 58) (alternatively called intergenic sequences [ISs] or, when they include some flanking sequences, transcription regulating sequences [2] or transcription activating sequences [50] ). This model has also been applied to discontinuous transcription in arteriviruses, and it was with the equine arteritis virus reverse genetics system that a conclusive demonstration for the requirement of matching bases between the donor and acceptor core sequences, which are hexameric in this case, was first made (30, 50) . Whether mechanistic differences exist between coronaviruses and arteriviruses with regard to discontinuous transcription remains to be determined.
In the context of this model for coronavirus discontinuous transcription, it remains to be determined which conditions in the microenvironment of the RdRp during negative-strand synthesis lead to high-frequency template switching. For example, how is it that some, but not all, canonical core sequences in the viral genome induce a template switch (29, 46) , and conversely, how is it that some template switches are induced by noncanonical sequences (18, 29, 57, 58) ? How do the signals leading to usually precise leader-body junctions on sgmRNAs (58) differ from those leading to unusually truncated (mini) leaders (13, 20, 55) or extended (i.e., by UCUAA repeats) leader-body junctions (55) ? Is template switching for synthesis of the negative-strand sgmRNA templates restricted to an intramolecular pathway, or can it be intermolecular such that a separate genome or perhaps preexisting sgmRNAs are used as donor or acceptor molecules?
Here we describe experiments with a cloned bovine coronavirus (BCoV) defective interfering RNA (DI RNA) replicon and its trans-acting helper virus in which we sought to explain synthesis from the DI RNA template of an sgmRNA species possessing only the 5Ј-terminal 33 nucleotides (nt) of the 65-nt leader. The results were interpreted in the context of the model for template switching during negative-strand synthesis, wherein the donor sites are internal on the DI RNA and the acceptor sites are in the 5Ј-proximal region of the DI RNA (if in cis) or the viral genome (if in trans). Inasmuch as the DI RNA and the viral genome are identical for the 5Ј-proximal 495 nt, or rapidly become so in the 5Ј-proximal 93-nt region through the previously described template switching process known as leader switching (8, 25) , it was not possible from the experiments presented here to determine whether the switch was in cis only or in trans as well. The properties of the DI RNA donor molecule were manipulated (all within one or the other of two internal 22-nt donor regions), but the acceptor windows on the DI RNA and the viral genome were left unmodified. The results of this study demonstrate that (i) sequences flanking the 5Ј-proximal heptameric genomic core for distances of 31 nt upstream and 27 nt downstream of the UCUAAAC core can be made to substitute for the core acceptor site in the induction of template switching for discontinuous transcription and (ii) the acceptor window (nt 33 to 97), which can be characterized as an acceptor "hotspot," is surprisingly wide and overlaps with that (nt 65 to 93) previously tentatively identified for leader switching (8) and other cis elements required for replication (4, 7, 31, 32) . Additionally, it was found that for two DI RNA mutants, helper virusderived sgmRNA 7 was the source of the leader on some of the DI RNA-derived sgmRNA molecules, but the RdRp template switching pathways giving rise to these mutants appear to have been infrequent crossover events within a 114-nt stretch of homologous sequence between DI RNA and sgmRNA 7 rather than due to involvement of the above-mentioned acceptor hotspot.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Viruses and cells.
A DI RNA-free stock of the Mebus strain of BCoV (GenBank accession number U00235), at 4.5 ϫ 10 8 PFU/ml, was used as a 
The positive and negative symbols in the oligonucleotide names indicate the polarities of the nucleic acids to which the oligonucleotides anneal. M oligonucleotides named with a plus sign in the text have a sequence complementary to a minus-sense oligonucleotide of the same name. For example, M(ϩ) is an oligonucleotide with sequence complementary to M(Ϫ).
b Polarity of the oligonucleotide relative to the positive-strand viral genome. c If the probe binds to a negative-strand sequence, then the numbers given correspond to the complementary sequence. For the sequence of the entire BCoV genome, numbers given are for the BCoV Mebus strain. Wt 12.7 and Wt X are the same length, so common nucleotides are in the same positions in both.
d Supplied with the RACE kit (Invitrogen).
helper virus on human adenocarcinoma (HRT-18) cells as previously described (7) . In some experiments, the porcine hemagglutinating encephalomyelitis virus (HEV; GenBank accession number AF523845) was used as a helper virus, as previously described (53) . Synthetic oligonucleotides. The oligonucleotides used for this study are described in Table 1 .
Plasmid constructs. The construction of pDrepIS12.7gD (referred to herein as pWt 12.7 ), from which T7 RNA polymerase-generated Wt 12.7 DI RNA ( Fig. 1A) was made, has been described previously (29) . To construct mutant 1 of pWt 12.7 (called pWt X herein; Fig. 1A ), from which Wt X DI RNA was made, an overlap PCR mutagenesis procedure was used as previously described (29) , but with oligonucleotides Eco9(Ϫ) and M1(ϩ) and pWt 12.7 DNA in the first PCR, oligonucleotides M1(Ϫ) and 5ЈgD(ϩ) and pWt 12.7 DNA in the second PCR, and oligonucleotides Eco9(Ϫ) and 5ЈgD(ϩ) and the products of the first two reactions in a third PCR to make a 498-nt product that was cloned into the TOPO XL vector (Invitrogen). From this, a 415-nt fragment obtained by digestion with SpeI and KpnI was cloned into SpeI-and KpnI-linearized pWt 12.7 . Mutants of pWt X , named pM11, pM14-18, pM21-29, pM32-37, and pM41-43, were similarly constructed, except that the template used in the first two reactions was pWt X DNA and the corresponding oligonucleotides used in the first and second reactions were as described in Table 1 [for example, oligonucleotides M14(Ϫ) and M14(ϩ), the complement of M14(Ϫ), were used to make pM14].
To construct pDrepISNgD (referred to herein as pWt N ), a 200-nt reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) product obtained with the KpnI site-containing primer DrepNIS(ϩ), the BamHI site-containing primer DrepNIS(Ϫ), and BCoV genomic RNA was cloned into the TOPO XL vector. From this, a 198-nt fragment obtained by digestion with BamHI and KpnI was cloned into BamHI-and KpnI-linearized pWt 12.7 . To construct mutant 1 of pWt N (named pWt N -M1), overlap PCR mutagenesis was done, wherein oligonucleotides Eco9(Ϫ) and M11-NIS(ϩ) and pWt N DNA were used in the first PCR, oligonucleotides M11-NIS(Ϫ) and 5ЈgD(ϩ) and pWt N DNA were used in the second PCR, and oligonucleotides Eco9(Ϫ) and 5ЈgD(ϩ) and the products of the first two reactions were used in a third PCR to make a 498-nt product that was cloned into the TOPO XL vector. From this, a 199-nt fragment obtained by digestion with BamHI and KpnI was cloned into BamHI-and KpnI-linearized pWt 12.7 .
Mutated regions in all constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing. Northern assay for DI RNA and DI RNA-encoded sgmRNA. A Northern assay for detecting reporter-containing DI RNAs and sgmRNAs was performed as described previously (7, 29) , except that Trizol (Invitrogen) was used for RNA extraction. Briefly, 5 g of MluI-linearized plasmid DNA, blunt ended with mung bean nuclease, was transcribed with 4 U of T7 RNA polymerase (Promega) in a 100-l reaction mixture to produce uncapped DI RNA. The reaction mixture was treated with 5 U of RNase-free DNase (Promega), and the RNA was chromatographed through a Biospin 6 column (Bio-Rad). Cells in 35-mm dishes at 50 to 80% confluence (approximately 4 ϫ 10 6 cells) were infected with BCoV at a multiplicity of infection of 5 PFU per cell and then transfected with 200 ng of RNA by the use of Lipofectin (Bethesda Research Laboratories). For passage of progeny virus, supernatant fluids were harvested at 48 h postinfection (hpi), and 500 l was used to directly infect freshly confluent cells in a 35-mm dish (8 ϫ 10 6 cells), from which RNAs were extracted at 24 hpi. RNAs were transferred from the gel to a Nytran membrane by vacuum blotting, and the UV-irradiated blots were probed with oligonucleotide 5ЈGpD4(ϩ) 5Ј end labeled with 32 P to specific activities of 2.8 ϫ 10 4 to 1.5 ϫ 10 5 cpm/pmol, as determined with a Packard Instant Imager autoradiography system. Probed blots were read by the same system for quantification and exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film for 6 h to 48 h at Ϫ80°C for imaging.
Leader-junction sequence analyses of progeny sgmRNAs and their negative- 12.7 DI RNA and selected Wt X -derived DI RNA mutants. DI RNAs were transfected as in vitro T7 RNA polymerase-generated transcripts into BCoV helper virus-infected cells and analyzed as described in Fig. 1B . Results of Northern analyses in which the probe was specific for the HSV gD reporter sequence are shown. The molar ratios of sgmRNA to DI RNA found at 24 hpi with first-passage virus (VP1) for selected mutants are shown in Table 2 . Leader-body junctions of the sgmRNAs were amplified by RT-PCR, and the products were strand counterparts. Leader-body junctions of progeny sgmRNAs resulting from transfections with Wt X (initially), M11, M14, M15, M17, and M34 DI RNAs were determined by sequencing cloned RT-PCR products made with oligonucleotide 5ЈgD(ϩ) (for RT and PCR) and oligonucleotide leader16(Ϫ) (for PCR). Junctions on the sgmRNA negative strands were determined in the same way except that oligonucleotide leader16(Ϫ) was used for the RT step. Although no sgmRNAs were apparent by Northern analyses following transfections with M18, M22, M23, M25 to M29, M35, and M41 to M43, attempts to obtain RT-PCR products from these by using the same protocols were made. RT-PCRs were carried out essentially as previously described (29) . Briefly, cDNAs were prepared from 2.5 g of cytoplasmic RNAs (one-fourth of the total harvest from a 35-mm dish) in a 20-l reaction mixture with reverse transcriptase, and 5 l of this mixture was used in a 25-l PCR mix that was heated to 94°C for 2 min and then subjected to 25 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 1 min at 55°C, and 1 min at 72°C. To obtain 5Ј-terminal leader and leader-junction sequences of sgmRNAs apparent by Northern analyses from transfections with Wt X and M32 DI RNAs and from transfections with M16, M18, M22 to M24, M33, M36, and M37 DI RNAs for which there were no apparent sgmRNAs by Northern analyses, 5Ј rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) (5Ј RACE kit; Invitrogen) was used. For this assay, oligonucleotide 5ЈgD(ϩ) was used for the RT reaction and oligonucleotides 5ЈgD(ϩ) and 5ЈRAAP(Ϫ) were used for PCR under the conditions described above, except that 35 cycles were used. RT-PCR and 5Ј RACE products were separated by electrophoresis in the presence of ethidium bromide in native agarose gels at the indicated concentrations. Material from the resolved bands was obtained by punching (with suction) with a micropipette, and the PCR fragments were cloned into the TOPO XL vector (Invitrogen). For Wt X and its derivatives, plasmid DNAs from three to six isolated colonies made from the positive-strand sgmRNA templates and three to six colonies from the sgmRNA negative strands were used for automated DNA sequencing of the cloned inserts. For pWt N and its derivatives, RT-PCRs and cloning were carried out in the same way, except that oligonucleotide leader11(Ϫ) replaced oligonucleotide leader16(Ϫ) and three colonies each from clones made from positive-strand sgmRNAs were sequenced.
RESULTS
Discovery of a donor site yielding a subgenomic mRNA with only a 33-nt leader (termed a minileader). A 2.2-kilobase helper
virus-dependent BCoV DI RNA replicon (made as a T7 RNA polymerase-generated transcript from pWt 12.7 ) ( Fig. 1A) was used (29) (see the experimental scheme outlined in Fig. 1B ) to examine how BCoV mRNA 5-like transcripts are made during virus infection from the noncanonical intergenic donor core sequences GGUAGAC (mostly) and UUAUAAC (rarely) (named IS2 and IS3, respectively, in Fig. 1A) and not from a nearby upstream canonical core sequence, UCCAAAC (IS1 in Fig. 1A ) (15, 16) . The expression pattern from Wt 12.7 DI RNA (29) ( Fig. 2A and Table 2 ) was found to mimic that observed from the virus genome (i.e., the same choice of the noncanonical over the canonical core was made to produce an sgmRNA with a fulllength [65-nt] leader [ Fig. 1C] ), although the rate of accumulation was approximately 18-fold less, as judged from the molar ratios of sgmRNA to the genome at 24 hpi (0.2 for Wt 12.7 DI RNA versus 3.5 for the viral genome). The sgmRNAs were detectable by Northern analysis with an end-labeled reporter-specific probe, and the yields were ϳ16 molecules of sgmRNA per cell from Wt 12.7 DI RNA and ϳ70 molecules per cell from the viral genome at 24 hpi, as calculated from the specific activity of the probe and the number of cells in the dish, as previously described (16, 42) . With mutant 1 of pWt 12.7 , in which the natural sites IS1, IS2, and IS3 had been changed to nonfunctional noncanonical core sequences, herein called pWt X (Fig. 1A) , and with the same experimental protocol (Fig. 1B) , an artifactual heptameric corelike motif identified as site X was found to be used as the highfrequency template switch site for the synthesis of all sgmRNAs identified by the sequencing of 12 clones from RT-PCR products (6 from positive-strand sgmRNA and 6 from negative-strand sgm RNA) and 6 clones from 5Ј RACE products (3 from positivestrand sgmRNA and 3 from negative-strand sgmRNA) ( Fig. 1A  and C and 2A, B, and D, lane 3) . Site X begins 5 nt downstream of the NsiI ligation site used in the construction of pWt 12.7 . Here and throughout this report, a template switch is reported as a high-frequency discontinuous transcription event if (i) an sgmRNA product from the switch was detectable by Northern analysis of RNAs extracted at 24 h postinfection with the DI RNA-containing virus (i.e., VP1) and (ii) RT-PCR or 5Ј RACE yielded a discrete product whose sequence, as determined by sequencing molecular clones, revealed an sgmRNA structure with a fused 5Ј-terminal leader sequence. sgmRNAs containing no leader would have been revealed by sequencing a cloned 5Ј RACE product. Note that no special selection pressures were applied before RNA extraction to observe the leader-containing sgmRNA molecules. The striking feature of transcripts generated from site X was that a leader sequence of only 33 nt (a minileader), and not the 65-nt wild-type (wt) leader, was present ( Fig. 1C and 2A to C) . Although the rate of accumulation of sgmRNA from Wt X DI RNA was twofold less than that from Wt 12.7 DI RNA (i.e., the sgmRNA to DI RNA molar ratio at 24 hpi in VP1 was 0.1 for Wt X versus 0.2 for Wt 12.7 [ Table 2 ]), sgmRNA was still faintly observable by Northern analysis at 24 hpi ( Fig. 2A) , and the number of sgmRNA molecules per cell was ϳ4.
By aligning the internal Wt X presumed donor site (i.e., DI RNA nt 1665 to 1676) with the 5Ј-proximal DI RNA or viral cloned and sequenced. The upper sequence in each panel represents the positive-strand DI RNA donor, and the lower sequence represents the positive-strand DI RNA or helper virus genome acceptor. The leader sequence on the DI RNA or the viral genome is highlighted. Asterisks identify nt matches between donor and acceptor templates. The dashed lines represents the nascent negative-strand RNA that serves as a primer for reinitiation of RNA synthesis following the RdRp template switch. For the Wt 12.7 DI RNA donor, the template switch occurs within site IS2 on either side of nt 1760 or 1761 (note underlined asterisks), and for Wt X DI RNA, it occurs within site X on either side of nt 1674 to 1676. Note that the template switch could occur anywhere within the solid row of asterisks identifying the donor and acceptor regions. on February 13, 2020 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ genomic presumed acceptor site (i.e., genomic nt 12 to 33) (the 5Ј-proximal DI RNA and viral genomic sequences are identical for 495 nt [7] ), a 22-nt region within which 17 nt are identical was revealed ( Fig. 2A ). This degree of matching suggested that a sequence similarity-induced RdRp template switch had taken place. Furthermore, the switch could have occurred on either side of genomic nt 31, 32, or 33 (note the underlined asterisks in the Wt X sequence in Fig. 2A ). In conformity with the model of template switching during negative-strand synthesis, Fig. 2A (and others that follow) is drawn with DI RNA as the donor template, wherein the dashed arrow represents the nascent negative strand serving as a primer for the reinitiation of RNA synthesis following the template switch, and the RdRp crossover could be anywhere within the region identified by the contiguous sequence of asterisks.
To map the parts of the 22-nt DI RNA donor region (i.e., nt 1655 to 1676) that contributed to the switch, sequence matches were decreased stepwise by single nucleotides from either end, and the constructs were tested for sgmRNA synthesis from site X (results are summarized within brackets in Fig. 2B ). The template switch still took place when the 5Ј-terminal identity was decreased by 5 nt, as in M14 (as revealed by the presence of an sgmRNA in Northern analysis [not shown], by an RT-PCR product [Fig. 2D, lane 9] , and by sequence analysis [Fig.  2B] ), but not by 6 nt, as in M29 (in this case, there was no sgmRNA by Northern analysis [not shown] and no RT-PCR product [Fig. 2D, lane 10] ). When the identity was decreased by 1, 2, or 3 nt from the 3Ј end, none of the resulting mutants, M23, M22, and M18, respectively, induced the switch. Thus, the minimum number of matching bases required for template switching was 12 within the 22-nt donor region, and their importance was position dependent. For the switch, the upstream limit in the virus genome was nt 33.
The genomic acceptor window for the high-frequency template switch is 65 nt wide and maps between nt 33 and 97.
To test whether the intraleader RdRp acceptor site on the genome could be moved farther upstream and thus generate sgmRNAs with a still shorter or even no leader, DI RNA donor mutants were made in which sequences identical to the 5Ј end of the genome for distances of 11, 22, 28, 31, 32, and 33 nt, represented by mutants M16, M24, M33, M37, M36, and M32, respectively, were placed into the donor region and examined ( Fig. 2B ). Of these, only M32, with a match of 33 nt, directed the RdRp switch and generated an sgmRNA, as revealed by Northern analysis (not shown), and a 5Ј RACE product (Fig.  2D, lane 11) with a 33-nt minileader (Fig. 2B ). Thus, nt 33 was the upstream limit for the similarity-assisted high-frequency template switch induced under these experimental conditions.
To test whether an acceptor site further downstream but still within the leader could be induced, a 22-nt sequence matching genomic leader nt 35 to 56 was used in the DI RNA donor region to form mutant M11. From this, sgmRNA with a 3Јterminally truncated minileader of 56 nt was obtained, identifying another optional intraleader acceptor site for the template switch ( Fig. 2A, B, and D, lane 4) . Sites extending further downstream to as far as nt 403 were then tested with mutants M15, M17, M25 to M27, M34, M35, and M41 to M43 (summarized in Fig. 2B , with representative RT-PCR results shown in Fig. 2D ). From these, sgmRNAs, as revealed by Northern analyses ( Fig. 2A and data not shown) , and RT-PCR products (Fig. 2D, lanes 5 to 7) were found only for mutants M15, M17, and M34, and sequence analyses of cloned RT-PCR products revealed fusion sites at genome nt positions 78, 92, and 97, respectively (Fig. 2B) . No fusion sites mapping further downstream were found, however, indicating that nt 97 is at or near the downstream limit. Note that in four of the six clones of RT-PCR products from mutant M34 sgmRNA, nucleotides GA, appearing to be template insertions, were found at the 5Ј end of the matching sequence, lending support to the idea that the leader fusion event occurs during RNA synthesis (Fig. 2C) . These data therefore establish that the genomic acceptor sites at which the RdRp can be induced to switch by matching sequences of 22 nt is limited upstream by nt 33 and downstream by nt 97. Thus, there exists an acceptor window of 65 nt in width near the 5Ј end of the DI RNA or viral genome at which 22-nt matching donor sequences in the DI RNA can induce a high-frequency template switch.
The 22-nt donor region in an alternate sequence context also functions to generate sgmRNA with a minileader. To test whether use of the wide acceptor window to generate sgmRNAs with minileaders is a function of an artifactual microenvironment surrounding donor site X, a different sequence context was tested. For this, a 197-nt insert containing the 190-nt intergenic sequence region encompassing the N gene (gene 7)-associated UCUAAAC core sequence (i.e., BCoV genomic nt 29,324 through 29,513) was used to replace the 191-nt intergenic sequence region encompassing the 12.7-kDa protein gene (gene 5)-associated core sequences IS1 to IS3 (i.e., BCoV genomic nt 27,967 through 28,457) in pWt 12.7 (Fig. 1A) to form pWt N (Fig. 3A) . When T7 RNA polymerase-generated Wt N DI RNA was transfected into helper virus-infected cells and VP1 RNA was tested at 24 hpi, both sgmRNA and an RT-PCR product were found, and the sequence of the cloned product revealed a full-length leader of 65 nt and a leader-body junction sequence identical to that of viral sgmRNA 7 ( Fig. 3B and  E, lane 4) , as anticipated from the results of earlier experiments in which an N gene intergenic region of only 18 nt in a similar DI RNA construct generated sgmRNAs with mRNA 7-like junctions (21) . pWt N was then mutated to replace a 22-nt segment containing the UCUAAAC core sequence with the 22-nt donor sequence representing leader nt 12 to 33, the region responsible for the generation of sgmRNA with the 33-nt minileader in pWt X described above, to form mutant pWt N -M1 (Fig. 3A) . When Wt N -M1 DI RNA was transfected into helper virus-infected cells and the RNA at 24 hpi from VP1 infection was examined by quantitative Northern analysis, approximately eightfold fewer sgmRNA molecules had accumulated than for Wt N , as determined from the molar ratio of sgmRNA to DI RNA ( Fig. 3C and Table 2 ). RT-PCR carried out 24 h after infection with VP1, however, revealed two distinct PCR bands (Fig. 3E, lane  2) , and the sequences of the cloned products in these bands revealed that they represented two populations of sgmRNAs (Fig. 3C, panels a and b) . The shorter of the two RT-PCR products was from Wt N -M1 sgmRNA 1 (Fig. 3C, panel a) , which had resulted from a template switch within leader region nt 12 to 34. The resulting minileader in this case, however, was 34 nt, not 33 nt, because of the additional matching base at leader nt 34. The longer of the two PCR products was from Wt N -M1 sgmRNA 2 (Fig. 3C, panel b) , which had derived its leader from viral sgmRNA 7 (described below). Thus, an sgmRNA with a 34-nt minileader was generated by a 22-nt homologous donor region placed in an alternate site in the DI RNA genome.
To determine whether an sgmRNA with a 56-nt minileader could also be induced from within the alternate donor se-quence context, a Wt N -M2 DI RNA was made in which the 22-nt donor sequence representing leader nt 35 to 56 was placed into the alternate 22-nt donor region (Fig. 3A) . As with Wt N -M1 DI RNA, a faint band of sgmRNA was observed from VP1 RNA by Northern analysis (Fig. 3D) , and from this sgm RNA, two distinct RT-PCR products were obtained (Fig. 3E,  lane 3) . The shorter product represented an sgmRNA species containing the predicted minileader (Fig. 3D, panel a) , except that in this case, the minileader was 60 nt, not 56 nt, as with M11 (described above; Fig. 2B ), because of an additional four common 3Ј-proximal nt between the donor and acceptor regions. The longer of the two RT-PCR products, as with the longer of the two products from Wt N -M1, appeared to have derived its leader from viral sgmRNA 7 (described below). Thus, an alternate sequence context in the DI RNA genome, i.e., one that comes from the intergenic sequence region just upstream of gene 7, functioned as a donor site for the synthesis of sgmRNA with a minileader. These results show that the template switch to acceptor sites within the 65-nt 5Ј-proximal genomic window was directed, at least in part, by the 22-nt donor sequence and not entirely by a larger sequence context in the donor molecule.
Subgenomic mRNA 7 served as the source of leaders for rare novel sgmRNA species. Sequence analyses of the longer of the two RT-PCR products from Wt N -M1-and Wt N -M2-derived sgmRNAs (Fig. 3E, lanes 2 and 3, respectively) interestingly showed that the leaders on these molecules had resulted from template switching events involving either helper virus-derived sgmRNA 7 or its negative-strand counterpart (Fig. 3C, panel b , and D, panel b, respectively). The sequences of the cloned RT-PCR products on both the positive and negative strands demonstrated that the template switches had occurred at some position downstream of nt 83 on sgmRNA 7 in the case of Wt N -M1 and downstream of nt 82 in the case of Wt N -M2. If sgmRNA-length negative strands were not synthesized from sgmRNA templates, as suggested by the failure of sgmRNAs to replicate following transfection (7) , a template switch during negative-strand synthesis would necessarily have used the DI RNA genome as a donor, as depicted in Fig. 3C, panel b , and D, panel b. On the other hand, if template switching had occurred during positive-strand synthesis by the use of virusderived sgmRNA 7 negative strands as donors, then the arrows would have to be drawn in the opposite direction from those shown in Fig. 3C, panel b , and D, panel b. Whether the template switch took place during negative-strand or positivestrand RNA synthesis in these cases remains to be determined. Based on the distances over which the template switch would have occurred in these cases (i.e., 114 nt and 115 nt, representing the distances between nt 83 or 82 and the herpes simplex virus [HSV] gD reporter sequence, respectively), this crossover event may be more typical of random homologous recombination (22) than of the hotspot-related template switching described above. Thus, leader acquisition by this method on nascent sgmRNAs may not be a common event during virus replication. These results are reminiscent of those of a previously described study (29) in which a single sgmRNA species appeared to have resulted from a template switch between Wt12.7 DI RNA and viral sgmRNA 5. 
DISCUSSION
In the experiments presented here, we sought to explain the origin of an unexpected 3Ј-truncated leader, a minileader of 33 nt rather than the full-length 65 nt, on sgmRNA generated from a DI RNA replicon in bovine coronavirus-infected cells. For reasons stated in the introduction, the results were interpreted in accordance with a model of positive-strand-to-positive-strand RdRp template switching, during which time the negative-strand templates for sgmRNA synthesis are made (33, 36) . The internal sites on the DI RNA were therefore viewed as the donor sites, and the 5Ј-proximal region between nt 33 and 97 on either the DI RNA or the viral genome was viewed as the acceptor region. The properties of the DI RNA donor molecule were manipulated (within one or the other of two internal 22-nt donor regions), but the potential acceptor sites within the acceptor window were unmodified wild-type structures.
We view the significance of our results as being twofold, as follows. (i) They show that sequences flanking the 5Ј-proximal heptameric genomic core for distances of 31 nt upstream and 27 nt downstream from the UCUAAAC core can substitute for the core acceptor site in the induction of template switching for discontinuous transcription. Although these sites were used with far lower apparent efficiencies than the wt core acceptor site (sgmRNA to genomic molar ratios ranged from 0.03:1 to 0.8:1 for DI RNA [generating ϳ2 to 32 molecules per cell by 24 hpi] versus 3.5:1 for mRNA 5 and 100:1 for mRNA 7 in the virus genome [generating ϳ70 and ϳ2,000 molecules per cell by 24 hpi, respectively]) ( Table 2 ; calculated from data obtained here and in reference 16), special selection pressures were still not needed in order to visualize the sgmRNA products of this high-frequency template switch by Northern, RT-PCR, and 5Ј RACE analyses soon (24 h) after infection. It is possible that smaller amounts of sgmRNAs with atypical leaders accumulated because of lower stabilities, but no comparative measurement of stabilities was made to evaluate this possibility. However, there was no discernible difference between in vitro translation rates for 33-nt minileader-and 65-nt wt leader-containing uncapped transcripts (data not shown), suggesting that the stabilities of the two transcripts were similar within the cell. Therefore, these results characterize a large but discrete acceptor "hotspot" for coronavirus discontinuous transcription. They also show that not only is a canonical core donor site dispensable for discontinuous transcription (18, 29, 46, 57, 58) , but a canonical core acceptor site is dispensable as well. This particular feature may reveal a difference compared to arterivirus discontinuous transcription, which seems to re-quire strict identity between donor and acceptor core sequences (30, 50) . The results suggest, furthermore, that chance base matches between noncanonical donor sites and noncanonical acceptor sites within the window may explain the origins of truncated (13, 20, 55) and extended (i.e., by multiple junctional UCUAA elements or use of the downstream 8-nt UUUAUAAA palindromic sequence) (55, 56) leaders, and they may also explain a 5Ј-proximal enhancer-like function for sgmRNA synthesis (52) . The results also suggest that flanking sequences of Ͼ4 nt upstream and 4 nt downstream of the acceptor core, although 4-nt distances proved useful for predicting the likelihood of a template switch (46, 58) , might also be involved in regulating template switching rates.
(ii) The results show that the 5Ј-proximal genomic acceptor window for discontinuous transcription is surprisingly wide and overlaps the tentative window previously identified for leader switching in BCoV (nt 65 to 93) (8) . This overlap therefore raises the question, again, of which mechanistic features might be shared between these two remarkable high-frequency RdRp template switching phenomena. Because of the different positional requirements for the template switch during discontinuous transcription (employing internal donor sites and a 5Ј-proximal genomic acceptor region) versus leader switching (employing only genomic 5Ј-proximal donor and acceptor sequences), it is quite possible that the two processes differ mechanistically, at least in part. Whereas template switching during discontinuous transcription appears restricted to negative-strand synthesis, template switching during leader switching might occur during either negative-or positive-strand synthesis or both.
The question of whether template switching during discontinuous transcription can occur in trans (25) , as happens during leader switching, has been examined previously (3, 56) , and the conclusion was that it can. In these analyses, however, it was not reported whether leader switching had occurred simultaneously, as might be expected based on other studies with the same experimental system (23) , leaving open the possibility that the observed discontinuous transcription-related template switch in trans in reality reflected a cis event. It is clear from our experiments that template switching during discontinuous transcription does occur in cis (56; data not shown). This was demonstrated by using BCoV Wt X DI RNA with porcine HEV as the helper virus. HEV is another group 2 coronavirus whose leader differs from the BCoV leader at nt positions 10, 13, and 27 (53) . Interestingly, in addition to minileaders of 33 nt derived in cis from BCoV DI RNA on sgmRNAs at 24 hpi with VP1, 33-nt minileaders of HEV origin were also found. The The second type resulted from a template switch in trans involving the 5Ј-proximal region of helper virus sgmRNA 7. The structure of the novel sgmRNA is shown, with the unique sgmRNA 7-specific nucleotides identified with triangles. (D) RdRp template switch sites for Wt N -M2 DI RNA that yielded sgmRNAs of two types. (a) The first type resulted from an acceptor site within the DI RNA or viral genomic leader and yielded an sgmRNA with a 60-nt minileader. The structure of the sgmRNA is shown. (b) The second type resulted from a template switch in trans involving the 5Ј-proximal region of helper virus sgmRNA 7. The structure of the novel sgmRNA is shown, with the unique sgmRNA 7-specific nucleotides identified with triangles. (E) Electrophoresis of RT-PCR products in a gel of 3.0% agarose.
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CORONAVIRUS RdRp TEMPLATE SWITCHING 2191 HEV minileaders could have been derived in trans or, alternatively, in cis from DI RNA molecules that had already undergone a leader switch (53; data not shown). If it is confirmed that template switching during discontinuous transcription does occur in trans, it would suggest that a variant of the model described by Enjuanes and coworkers (46, 58) , itself a modification of the model of Sawicki and Sawicki (34, 36) , should be considered. Whereas template switching in the model of Enjuanes and coworkers occurs in cis within a 3Ј-to-5Ј-traversing transcription complex containing the acceptor-bearing genomic 5Ј terminus (Fig. 4B ), for template switching in trans the transcription complex might carry within it the acceptor-bearing 5Ј terminus of another DI RNA or viral genome, as depicted in Fig. 4C . What mechanistic features define the wide acceptor hotspot observed here remain to be determined, but precedents of template-switching hotspots in other positive-strand RNA viruses (summarized in reference 27) might suggest some. (i) A/U richness may contribute to, but cannot be the sole explanation for, high-frequency acceptor activity, since the window, showing an AϩU content of 72%, is not uniquely A/U-rich.
Scanning of the BCoV genome with Vector NTI software (Invitrogen) revealed seven other windows in the genome of 71 nt in width with A/U richness exceeding 70% (data not shown), and none have been revealed as hotspots for template switching. (ii) Higher-order protein-binding promoter and enhancer RNA structures might contribute, and in this case, stem-loops II and possibly III (Fig. 4A ) are candidates. So far, the coronaviral nucleocapsid (N) protein, recently shown to be required for genome replication (1, 38) , is the only viral protein shown to bind 5Ј untranslated region (UTR) structures. These structures include the UC(U/C)AAAC core (28) , which in BCoV maps to the loop of stem-loop II (7) (Fig. 4A) , and the positive-strand form of stem-loop III (S. Raman and D. Brian, unpublished) . Whether N facilitates template switching remains to be determined; it is certainly not required for sgm RNA synthesis, as green fluorescent protein-expressing autoreplicons of human coronavirus 229E lack the N gene (47). Since coronavirus ORF 1 gene products have predicted or demonstrated functions in RNA binding (10) or RdRp, helicase, exonuclease, endonuclease, or methyl transferase activity (44) , they too are potential components of a template switching apparatus and must be examined further for such activity. Cellular proteins that bind coronaviral 5Ј UTR structures (43) might also play a role.
The fact that the window, as identified here, overlaps that for leader switching (8) and partially overlaps 5Ј UTR cis-acting elements for BCoV genome replication (4, 7, 31, 32) suggests that it is part of a larger multifunctional structure involved in both genome replication and discontinuous transcription. The details of this structure remain to be characterized.
